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LARKIN SEO

GROW AND SIMPLIFY
SCALE YOUR BUSINESS
Support your business as it grows with
a network of search engine marketing
professiona Is that work for you.

PARTNER WITH PROFESSIONALS
Stop cycling through freelancers that don't deliver
results and don't stick around long enough to build
a relationship with your team. Develop a partnership
with search engine optimization professionals.

LEVERAGE LATEST TECHNOLOGY
Stay ahead of the curve with Al powered
search engine optimization services that
keep you in Google's good graces.
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LARKIN SEO

ABOUT LARKIN SEO
Larkin SEO is a white label search engine marketing company

providing result-driven services and exceptiona I customer support.
We've been perfecting search engine optimization since 2008.

Using today's best practices, we'll keep you in Google's good graces

by ensuring your website is targeting the key phrases your customers
are searching on the platform your customers are engaging with.

You won't find us on job boards or freelancer platforms. We're a team of

experts committed to developing long-term partnerships with agencies
that share our values.

''THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME SUCH
SPECIFIC AN □ THOROUGH INFORMATION.
IT'S THE BEST l'VE EVER RECEIVE □ FROM
A SEO. AMAZING! ' '
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•SEO Consultancy
•Keyword & Market Research
•Technical SEO Audit
•Site Migrations
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•Onsite SEO
•Penalty Recovery
•Content Marketing
•Graphics & Interactive Content
•Reporting & Analysis

LARKIN SEO
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$800 FLAT RATE

PARTNERSHIP PRICING

There's nothing worse than pushy salespeople, which is why we don't
employ any. Instead we offer a flat rate.
Flat rate pricing makes it easy for you to scale your company.
Get started by telling us about how we can best support your team.
Schedule a 75 min introductory call here:

http://calendly.com/kaylelarkin

